Are you introducing new software in the whole company or is a new release pending?

Do you need to ensure that a large number of users at various international locations will be able to use it?

Do you have only limited time, a tight budget or a small team available for this complex task?
Your challenges

1 | AUTOMATION
Do you need to produce high-quality learning materials for all application processes in a short time frame?

With datango producer you can automatically produce all the necessary learning materials – from documentation of your processes to eLearning demonstrations, exercises and tests in a simulation environment up to navigation in the live system – there are no limits to your content authors’ productivity.

2 | DOCUMENTATION
Do you need to produce extensive documentation such as training materials and manuals, process documentation, test documentation, etc.?

With just a single click you can produce all kinds of documentation with a very small file size and high screenshot quality at the same time, in the desired format, e.g. Word, PowerPoint, or HTML. Do you need to make changes after the creation? No problem with the user-friendly single-source method that automatically transfers all changes in the original source to all document types and formats.

3 | SIMULATION
Do you have a complex application, where input errors are critical?

Produce simulated environments in which users can move freely and learn all processes without needing to fear input errors. Save travel costs to attend expensive face-to-face training events and give your users the benefit of being able to train at their own pace at any time of day, regardless of their knowledge level.

4 | COLLABORATION
Are your authors and users spread all around the world?

Use datango collaborator to collaboratively compile and manage learning contents smoothly, maintaining a consistent high quality.

Coordinate the collaboration of your authors with uniform workflows and benefit from the convenient check-in and check-out feature.

5 | EVALUATION
Would you like to know whether your users are ready to use the live system or where the highest error rates are?

Use the datango test mode to identify the application’s weak spots, determine the performance of your users or issue certification. Would you like to increase user motivation through learning by playing? Use the varied, individualized and media-enriched datango quizzes and enable direct feedback in a simulation environment – for additional process-related information or soft skills as well.

6 | NAVIGATION
Do you often have new employees, rarely used processes in the application or especially critical use cases?

Guide your users through your application with datango navigation to minimise process risks from input errors, simultaneously increasing user acceptance and performance.

Support users up to field level, shorten work processes by pre-populating fields, or simplify them with plausibility checks of inputs. This minimises help desk calls!

7 | LOCALIZATION
Do you need all learning materials in more than one language for your international rollout project?

Use the datango automatic re-recording feature to convert the learning materials you produced into around 40 different languages regardless of whether your authors know them or not!

All text components, screenshots, and field descriptions are replaced automatically by datango, making your learning materials available all around the world in no time!

Automatic translation in 40 languages
Your options

Meet your challenges with the broad range of options of the datango performance suite.

**DEMO MODE**
Explain the processes of your application to users in a selfrunning video-like playback.

**PRACTICE MODE**
Let your users practice the steps shown in the demo mode on a simulated interface with clear instructions.

**TEST MODE**
Give the users a specific task to solve on their own in an interactive simulation with direct feedback.

**CONCURRENT MODE**
Show the users the correct steps for operation interactively and context-sensitively in a separate window parallel to the live system.

**NAVIGATION**
Guide users directly and context-sensitively through the live system and facilitate use of the application with pre-populated fields and plausibility checks.

**DOCUMENTATION**
Produce process documentation in MS Word, PowerPoint, or HTML format from a single source with no additional effort.

**TESTS & QUIZZES**
Motivate your users with a variety of individualised, media-enriched quizzes.

**BOOK PAGES**
Create multimedia designs of learning contents for rapid learning projects on virtual book pages and display project backgrounds or soft skill training contents as well.

**RE-RECORDING**
Transfer learning contents into around 40 different languages without needing to record them again or update learning contents automatically for new releases.

**TEST PLANS/SCRIPTS**
Convert your recorded application processes to test plans or scripts at the click of a button and transfer them to your quality portal (e.g. HP Quality Center) where they can be processed or used immediately.

Flexible variety of learning formats from a single process recording
Our solution

**datango producer**

AUTHORING ENVIRONMENT FOR THE EFFICIENT PRODUCTION OF LEARNING CONTENTS

*datango producer* is an advanced, highly ergonomic authoring environment for the fully automatic production of intelligent, high-quality learning contents, simulations, documentation and EPSS navigation.

**datango trainer**

INSTALLATION-FREE, BROWSER-BASED PLAYER

*datango trainer* automatically uses your existing browser for the fast, installation- and plugin-free playback of all your learning units, with or without automated text-to-speech, or further audio options.

**datango library**

COURSE LIBRARY FOR TARGET GROUP ORIENTED CONTENTS

Imagine your course library in your corporate identity style at the click of a button. With the *datango library*, you can manage, integrate and locate learning units and any documents and media already prepared and make them available to a specific target group.

**datango navigator**

ASSISTANT WITHIN THE LIVE SYSTEM (EPSS)

The *datango navigator* gives your employees context-based, user-specific guidance through complete processes in your live application. In these “navigations”, automated interactions such as click sequences and selecting, validating, or reading field values can be used to further improve employee performance – without putting additional strain on the help desk.

**datango context configurator**

TOOL FOR INTEGRATING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE HELP

Link problems with solutions. The *datango context* configurator allows you to integrate context-sensitive help into your applications for immediate process- and solution-based support of your employees right at their computers.

**datango collaborator**

WORKFLOW-SUPPORTED VERSIONING SYSTEM

More than just a versioning system for your contents: The *datango collaborator* facilitates workflow-supported collaboration even in far-flung author. Revision proof and consistent, role-based and transparent.

**datango learning reporter**

MEASURING AND ENSURING PERFORMANCE

Your employees’ progress and success can now be measured in several ways. Create transparency – also to understand the quality of learning materials – and enhance the performance of every individual employee.

**datango learning manager**

PLATFORM FOR MANAGING ALL LEARNING CONTENTS

The *datango learning manager* simplifies the management of your courses and learning contents considerably, giving you an efficient knowledge and learning platform for your entire organization.

**datango instant producer**

INTUITIVE RECORDER FOR YOUR EXPERTS

With our *instant producer*, every employee or external consultant can start creating learning contents immediately. Thanks to its easy and intuitive use, no prior training is needed.
One click to performance!

With **datango** you get solutions for the challenges you face ... that pay off!

**datango performance suite** – your tool for the entire life cycle of your applications.
Up to 30%:
- less time required for face-to-face training
- lower costs for creating curricula

40%:
less time for correcting errors

50%:
less effort for end-user adoption

60%:
fewer standard help desk inquiries

70%:
lower costs for multilingual international rollout projects

80%:
less time required to produce documentation

90%:
- less effort for developing test cases and user acceptance tests
- lower costs for delta training